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A case study of using A lesson reflection sheet in a college class
Yoshiaki KONO
A purpose of this paper is to examine an effect of useing a reflection sheet in a college class. Thirty-one 
female university students were asked to fill-in blank spaces on the sheet as homework, after reflecting about 
a weekly psychological assessment class. Students filed the sheet at the forefront of their lesson note portfolio. 
A class topic of each lesson were printed on the paper beforehand. Students wrote in the contents of the 
lesson and the reporting assignment. Matters and themes with interest to need to learn were written at 
successive blanks voluntarily. The results of multiple regression analysis indicated that completing the 
reflection sheet increased the term-end examination score.
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?? ??? ? M SD
?? 31 9 14 12.68 1.51
??? 31 0 4 2.81 1.20
????
??? 31 0 4 2.19 1.35
??10 31 2 10 7.35 2.84
?? 1 31 0 7 1.42 1.88
?? 2 31 0 4 0.23 0.81
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??? .13 .54** ?
??10 ?.04 .61** .70** ?
?? 1 .20 .57** .59** .60** ?
?? 2 .03 .29? .33? .27? .55** ?













































































??  .05 .06
??? ?.09 .38*
???????  .41? .62**
??10  .30 .55**
?? 1 ?.06 .44*
?? 2  .23 .39*
R2  .45*
Adj.R2  .32*
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